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THEi SOLUTION TO BERLEKAMP’S SWITCHING GAlMEl

Received 25 March1987
Revised 4 September1987
~er~ek~p’s game consists of a 10 X 10 arrayof ~~t-b~bs, with 100 switches at the back,
one for each bulb, and 20 switches at the front that can complement any row or co&mn of
bulbs. For any initial set S of bulbs turned on using the back switches, let f(S) be the minimal
nmber of lights that can be achieved by throwing any ~m~mation of row and column
switches. The problem is to find the maximumof f(S) over ah choices of S. We show that the
answer is 34. We aho determine the solution for IZx n arrayswith 1 G rtG 9.

1.IntIuBduction
Several recent papers have studied the covering radius of codes [l--IS].
~thou~ a number of constructions for codes with low covering radius are DOW
known,
it seems fair to say that the general principles which ensure that a code
has low covering radius are not at all well understood.
In order for a binary linear code of length N to have covering radius R, for
every binary Wtuple x there must be a codeword within Hamming distance R of x
(and ~~he~ore
some x must be at exactly Hamming distance R from the closest
codeword). In other words the codewords must esciently ‘cover’ the space of all
binary Wtuples. Equiv~ently, a code C has covering radius R if, given any
IV-tuple x, it is possible to reduce the Hamming weight of x to at most R by
adding to x a sequence of generating codewords for C.
One obvious construction is to take N to be a composite number, say Iv = mn,
so that codewords can be represented by m x n rectangle arrays of o’s and l’s,
and to take as generating codewords all single rows and columns of the array.
This ~nst~ction
at least has the appearance of dist~but~g the codewords
uniformly over the space.
The resulting “light-bulb’ codes (the name is explained below) have been the
subject of several investigations [2,6,7,11,12]. When N = n2 is a perfect square,
it is known that this code (of length n* and dimension 2n - 1) has covering radius
R, satisfying
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Plate 1. Berlekamp’slight-bulbgame.

As to the exact values of R,,up to now it was only known that RI= 0,R2 = 1,
=4, R5=7, R+16, 22~R,~23,
Rgs29 and32sRI,+37
[2,7].
R3 =2,R,,
The case FZ= 10 is of particular interest because of the existence at Bell Labs in
Murray Hill of a game built by Elwyn Berlekamp some twenty years ago (see
Plate 1). There are 100 light-bulbs, arranged in a 10 x 10 array. At the back of
the box there are 100 switches, one for each bulb. On the front there are 20
switches, one for each row and column. Throwing one of the rear switches
changes the state of a single bulb, while throwing one of the front switches
complements a whole row 0~ coiumn of bulbs.
For any initial set S of bulbs turned on using the rear switches, let f(S) be the
minimal number of lights that can be achieved by throwing any combination of
row and column switches. The problem, up to now unsolved, is to determine the
maximum of f(S) over all choices of S.
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Table 1. Covering radius I?, of n x n lightbulb code (IV= length, K = Dimensions.
n

iv

K

R,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64
81
100

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19

0
1
2
4
7
11
16
22
27
34

tEN Kl
0

1
2
3-4
5-6
8-10
12-15
16-21
21-27
27-34

This problem is exactly the equivalent to determining the covering radius RI0 of
the 10 x 10 light-bulb code defined above, and justifies our name for these codes.
(There are 2” codewords of length 100 in Berlekamp’s game, namely the arrays
of lights that can be reached from the all-dark state by using row and cohnnn
switches only.)
In this paper we show that the solution to this game is RX0= 34 (a set of 34
lights that cannot be reduced may be seen in Plate l), and we also determine R,
for yklG 9.
The results are summarized in Table 1. For each n the table gives the length
AT= n* and dimension K = 2n - 1 of the lint-bulb code, the covering radius R,,
and for comparison the known bounds on t[N, K], the smallest possible covering
radius of any [N, K] code. For it s 8 these bounds are taken from [7]. For
4~ n 6 10 the lower bound on t[N, K] is the sphere bound f7, Eq. (56)]. For
it = 9 and 10 no better codes than these light-bulb codes are presently known.
Fig. 1 gives examples of extremal sets S of tights co~es~nding to the entries
RRin Table 1.
rE
7
6
3
4
5 ‘Y

to

9

8

Fig. 1. Extremalsets of lights, for n = 3, . . . , 10.
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Light-bulb codes are also of interest because certain optimal covering codes
have a very similar structure (see [7, Ecgs. (4@, (47)]). See also f12f.
Section 2 describes our notation and establishes that the values in Table 1 are
lower bounds on R,. The remaining sections prove in turn that Rb < 12, R8 < 23,
R,< 28 and RI0 < 35. (R7 < 17 is established in [7, Eq. (Sl)].) The proofs for
R G 9 were done ‘by hand’, and can be checked by the reader without recourse to
a computer. Unfortunately many sections of the proof of the upper bound on RI0
required extensive use of computers, and here we do not attempt to give the
complete proof.

2. Notation and lower bounds
As is customary we describe yt x n arrays of light-bulbs both in (0,l}-notation
(0 = off, 1 = on) and {+ 1, - l}-notation (+l = off, - 1 = on). In j; 1 notation the
quantity we wish to determine is given by the formula

where ~yii,pi, yj E (+ 1, -1). Here a= {a$} is the array of lights, #I = {fQi}
specifies the settings of the row switches, and y = {yj} the column switches. The
same array of lights is described by the (0,l}-matrix
A = $(J -

a),

where J is an II X n matrix of 1’~. Given CY
and /3, we maximize c jP,cU,Yj
by setting
yj = 1 if & a@pi3 0 and otherwise setting Yj= - 1. Therefore

n2
Rl =-+minmaxf:
a

fl

2 Eyi,il6i
.
j51

I i=l

(2)

I

If we define

then
n2
Rn= - - it,.

(3)

2

We focus on the determination of

t,.

The lower bounds on R, are based on:

Lemma 11, The following three ~ser~o~ are e~~iuaie~t~(a) R, ap; (b) tn s
n2 - 2p; (c) There ts an LYmatrix with exactly p - l’s and no more than &z - l’s in
each co~urn~such that C(cu,p) s n2 - 2p for every /3 in which no more than ha~of
the pi = -1 (i.e. C @j2 0).
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Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is immediate from (3). Suppose (c) holds
Then, sinew the B not considered in its statement are the negatives of those
specified, and C(a, +3) = C(a, /?), it follows that maxs C(a; @)6 n2 - 2~ and
tn < n2 -- 2~. Hence (c) 3 (b). Suppose (b) holds with R, = q ap. Then there
must be an o matrix with 4 - 1”s and no more than &z- l’s in each column such
that C(cu, /?) G n2 - 2q for all 13for which c Ipia 0. If 41--a~ of the -1’s in cyare
changed to +l to yield a’, then C(a’, p) s pt2- Q + 2(q -p) = n2 - 2~ for all
such #J, and therefore (b) =$(c). cf
Remark. When II is even, only half of the @in (c) that have exactly &r - l’s need
to be checked for C(a, #?)e n2 - 2p so long as none of these is the negative of
another.
Theorem 2. R+

11, R, a 16, R8 * 22, Rg a 27, &o 2 34.

Proof* We claim that the QImatrices corresponding to the arrays in Fig. 1 satisfy
condition (c) of Lemma 7, and establish the lower bounds.
For example to show that R6 3 11, let Q!correspond to the 6 x 6 (0, ‘I}-matrix A
in Fig. 1. Then C(a, #?)= 14 = 62 - 2 11 when j$ = 1 for all i. The corresponding
absolute values of the column sums, 1zi ~yiigil, are 642200. We refer to a /I with
-1 as a ~~~~~e, and a #3with three
one & = -1 ~a~~~gZe, a~~th~o~~=
.=-1
asatriple.
IsI
l

~~ng~~. Since there is at most one -1 in a row pre~d~g the final two glens,
a
single cannot give C(a; j!?)> 14. For example, the column absolute sums with
B1 = -1 are 460022.
Doubles. When two rows are reversed, the column absolute sums include a 6
only when the double is 23 (C = 14) or 45 (C = 10). Otherwise, columnsp 1: 3 and
4 contribute a total of 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 to C. The maximum obtainable from columns
2,5 and 6 for C is 8 (doubles 12, 14, 15, 16,24,56), so C G 14 for all doubles.
Triples. We consider only triples that contain row 1 since the others are
implements of these. Three triples have ts:= 14, n~ely 123 (column absolute
sums 024422), 145 (sums 024422) and 156 (sums 024062). In all other triples except
124 (C = lo), the ~nt~bution to C from columns 1,2,5 and 6 is 0 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 6
and at most 4 from columns 3 and 4.
We have now dealt with all the necessary p’s, and so R6 2 11 follows from
Lemma I(c).
We have obtained similar proofs (‘by band’) for the other lower bounds.
However, these proofs may also be-and were-carried out trivially by computer
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(even for n = 10 there are only 512 e’s to consider). For this type of argument
some readers will prefer the argument ‘by hand’, but others may find the
computer verification more convincing. For this theorem there is no difficulty in
carrying out either form of proof, and so we omit the remaining details. CI

3. Upper bounds, and the case n =6
The upper-bound proofs also use Lemma l(c), as the basis for proof by
contradiction, but these proofs are more involved since all QImatrices that satisfy
the initial conditions of (c) must be shown to have C(LY,@)> lt2 - 2p for some j3
with C @is 0. We organize these proofs around the distributions of column sums
of the cymatrices, ordered left to right by decreasing magnitudes, whose members
add to n2 - 2p. These distributions are then considered sequentially and
eliminated in turn on the basis of C(CE,@)> n2 - 2p for some /9. We say that a
distribution is auf when it has been shown that, for every cyadhering to the initial
conditions of (c) with the noted cokmn stnms, C(cu, fl) > n2 - 2p for some /?.
To illustrate, suppose we wish to show that R6 < 12, i.e. R6 2 12 is impossible.
With p = 12, n2 - 2p = 12. With at least as many +‘s as -‘s in each column of cu,
there are seven column+um distributions whose members add to 12, namely
66OMKJ,642000, 622200, 444000, 442200, 422220 and 222222. The first of these
has no -‘s in the first two columns and three -‘s in each of the last four columns.
The distribution 222222 has four +‘s and two -‘s in each column.
Some of the distributions are easy to get out. For example, one fli = -1 for
660000 yields new absolute column sums 442222, and the sum of these exceeds
12, so 660000 is out. Other distributions are more difficult to get out, and before
gjving the full proof we note some genera! principles that are used in the
upper-bound proofs.
Assume in the statements of the following principles that n is even, n 2 6, LYis
annxnflmatrixwithpl’s and at least as many +‘s as -‘s in each column,
and CO=n2- 2p (the sum of the column sums with al9 fli = 1). Throughout this
paper we use dk to denote the number of columns with column absoIute sum k,
for k = 0, 1,2, . . . .
Pl. Zf some row has exactly x - ‘s in colum.~ withpositive sums and x + do > in,
then C > COwhen that TOWis reversed.

Proof. Given the hypotheses, the row reversed a s 2(x + do) to COand subtracts
2(rz -_x - do) from CO, for a net increase of 4(x + do) - 2n > 0. cf
P2= Zf [ido + p/n f > in, then the reversal of some ruw gives a C > CO.

Proof. ne do columns use d&z - ‘s, leaving p - d&z for the other columns.
Hence one of the rows has at least [(p - d&)/ni = [p/n - id,] -‘s in the

columns with positive sums. If this number plus do exceeds in, then Pl says a
reversal of that row gives a C B Co. Cl
P3. Zf do = 0 and either dz = .ytor (d2 = n - 1, d, = dn_2 = 0}, then the revemal of

some tworowsgives a C > CO.

Frooi6,If dz = n, reverse two rows that have -‘s in some column. This increases
that column’s sum to 6 and since all other column sums stay at 2 or increase to 6,
C>C,. If dz=n-1
and cb,=dnM2 = do = 0, reverse two rows that have -‘s in
the column whose sum exceeds 2. That cohnnn’s sum increases by 4 and the
others stay at 2 or increase to 6, so C > C,. q
Theorem 3. R6 < 12.
Proof. We suppose R6 * 12 and obtain a contradiction using the method
described at the beginning of this section. In the present case p = 12 and
Co = 6’ - 2(12) = 12. Since P2 shows that a column sums distribution is out if
doa 3, and P3 gets 222222 out, we are left with the dist~butions (#1) 622200,
(#2) 442200 and (#3) 422220 for further consideration. I3y Pl, the only way that
#1 can avoid going out is to have
6

22200

+

-

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

Given this pattern in the d2 columns and the fact that there must be two rows
with the same pattern in the do columns (six rows but only four possible patterns
under 00, namely + +, + -, - + and - -), reversal of two such rows gives
column absolute sums at least as great as 222244, whose sum exceeds 12. Hence
#1 is out.
When two rows with - ‘s in a dz column of #3 are reversed, its new sums are
either 062220, which is out since #l is out, or the sum of its column sums exceeds
12. Hence #3 is out.
Finally, from Pl, the only way that $52can avoid going out is to have
442200
- + +
+ -++
++-+
++-+
++++++-

+
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Switch rows 1, 3 and 4 to get column absolute sums at least as great as 224422,
whose sum exceeds 12. Hence #2 is out.
Since all possible distributions of column sums are out, we contradict
R,a12.
Cl

4.Thecasen=8
Theorem 4. R8 < 23.
Proof. We suppose that R+ 23, so p = 23 and C(cu, 18)= n2 - 2p = 18 for the
application of Lemma 1. There are 17 distributions of columns sums for Q!that
adhere to Lemma l(c) whose members add to 18. Of these, seven are out by P2
(their distributions have four or more O’s, i.e. &a 4) and one (42222222) is out
by P3. The other nine are (#l) 82222200, (#2) 64422000, (#3) 44222220, (#4)
64222200, (#5) 62222220, (#6) 4444200@,(#7) 84222000, (#8) 66222000, (#9)
44422200, listed in the order in which we now eliminate them.
In the proofs of Theorems 4-6 we shall describe arrays of lights by O’s (rather
than +‘s) and 1’: (rather than - ‘s), although column sums will still be specified in
the =t-notation. A wlumn sum of s indicates a column with b(n -s) l’s and
$(n + s) Ok.
Since SC1has 23 - 8 = 15 l’s in wlumns 2 through 6 and Pl forces at most two
l’s in a row prior to the do columns (else #1 is out), one row has exactly one 1 in
the d2 wlumns and the other seven rows each have two l’s in these columns. If
we have a block of four l’s (: i) in the d2 wlumns then reversal of the two rows
gives column sums at least 46622200, which add to 22 and get #lg out, or if we
have
2 2 2
1 lb
10
1
0 1 1
then switching these three rows gives column sums at least 24444422, which add
to 26 and get #l out. In view of these facts, #l can avoid going out only if it is
constructed (top down, with row 1 having the single 1 under d2) as in Fig. 2a.
However, completion of the last two d2 columns forces one of the out patterns
noted above, so #1 is out in any case.
When the row in #2 with the 1 in the first column is swtiched, its wlumn sums
are at least 82200222, which is out. Hence #2 is out.
When two rows with l’s in column one of #3 are reversed, its sum are at least
f!O22222Q,which is #l. Hence #3 is out. Similarly, when two rows in #4 are
reversed (those with the l’s in d4), we get at least 28222200, so #4 is out.
5, reverse the row with the 1 in the d6 column and another row that
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P-0

82222200

44422200

10000
11000
10100
01010
01001
001
001
000

100
100
010
010
001
001
000111
OOOlll
Fig. 2.

agrees with it in the last column to get column sums at least 62222224. These add
to 22, so #5 is out.
For #6, switch three rows that in two of the da columns have 10, 10, 01 (or
more l’s) to get at least 62220222, which is #S and out.
When the two rows with l’s in the dd column are reversed in #7 along with a
third row, the column absolute sums are at least 26000222 (sum of 14). If one of
these O’s can be made a 4 by choice of the third row to reverse, which can be
done if one of the & columns has a 1 in the Grst two rows chosen for reversal,
then we get #4, which is out. Otherwise (no l’s in the & columns in the two rows
that have l’s under &) the third row can be chosen to have at least two O’sin the
three & columns, which transforms 000 in 26000222 into at least 440 so #7 is out.
When a row with a 1 in the & column in #8 is reversed, its sums are at least
$4000222, which is #7 and out.
Finally, if some row for #9 has two l’s in the d4 columns, reversal of this and
another row gives at least 84022200, which is ##7and out. Otherwise, the pattern
is as shown in Fig. 2b for the first three columns. If one of the & columns has two
l’s in the Grst six rows, reversal of these two gives at least 80062200 or 44062200,
bcth 01Fwhich are out. Otherwise the & have solid l’s in the last two rows, as
shtgwn in Fig. 2b, and reversal of these two gives at least ooo66600, which is out
by Pl. This completes the proof. Cl

5,Thecasen=9
eorem 5. Rg < 28.
> 28 and obtain a contradiction. With p = 28,
Proof, We suppose that RgH
n2 - 2p = 25. Since n is odd, the column sums are 1,3,5, . . . instead of
0,2,4? . . . . The distribution of column sums for 1ymatrices that have a total of
p -‘s, more +‘s than -‘s in each column, and whose members add to 25, are
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Table 2. Distributions
of cdumnsumsfor n = 9.
#1.991111111
#2.973111111
#3%955111111
#5.953311111
#8.933331111

#A77Sllllll
#6.773311111
#7.755311111
#10.753331111
H2.733333111

#9.S 5 5 5 11111
#ll. 5 5 5 3 3 1111
#13.S 5 3 3 3 3 111
#14.533333311
#15.333333331

given in Table 2. These are Iisted lexicographically but numbered by their order
of elation.
#l. Since dl = 7, alI 28 l’s are in the last seven cohunns, so some row has at least
four l’s, Switch that row to get at least 773333111with sum 29. Since this exceeds
25 = n* - 2p, #l is out.
#2. The 27 l’s in the last seven cohunns must be distributed three to a row, else
#2 goes out Iike #l. But then the row with the 1 under 6, has three other l’s,
and siting
this row gives sum at least 29, out.
#3. If a row has four l’s in the dl columns, switching such a row gives column
sums whose sum exceeds 25. Otherwise, at least six rows have exactly three l’s
under the dl, and either one of these also has a 1 under a & (reversal gives
773333111 and out) or the l’s under the d5 are confmed to two of three rows and
reversal of a row with two l’s under the dS gives 777111111 or more.
#Q, If a row has four l’s in the six dl cchmns, $54 is out Iike $53. Assume
o*&erwise,so at least six rows have three l’s under the dl. If such a row also has a
1 under a d, or d,, #4 goes out by one reversal. Otherwise the four l’s under d5
and the two d7 are in three rows, and either the l’s under the d, are in the saznz
row (993111111 by reversal) or some row has a 1 under d5 and a d, (957111111 by
reversal).
#5. If a row has l’s under & and a d3, reversal gives at least 7751114.11,which is
#4 and out. If two rows have four l’s under the d3, reversal of these two gives at
least 517711111, which is #4 and out. Assume henceforth that the rows with a 1
under ds have no 1 under a d3, and that the l’s in the two & ~1~~s involve
either five or six rows. To avoid going out, each row with a 1 under d5 or d3 can
have at most two l’s under the dl, and if one row has two l’s under the d3 it must
have no l’s under the dl. Assume these restrictions on ichedl. There are 20 l’s in
the five dl columns. If the l’s under ds and the d3 involve exactly seven rows (one
of which has two l’s under the d3), then the other rows have at least eight l’s
under the dl. If one of these two has five l’s, its reversal puts #5 out, so we may
assume that each has exactly four l’s under the dl. Alternatively, if d5 and the d3

involve eight rows, the other row has at least four l’s under the dl, and #5 is out
by reversal if it has five 1’s. Consequently we may suppose in either case that one
row has four l’s under the d1 and that the two rows with a 1 under dg each have
exactiy two l’s under the &. When ah three rows are reversed, we get at least
373333311, so #5 is out.
#6* Since a row with l’s in the two & columns gives ##l or more by reverA, and
a row with l’s under a & and a & gives #3 or more by reversal, assume that a
row with a 1 under & has no other l’s prior to the dt. Also, no row with a 1
under & can have more than two l’s under the dl, and simihuly for 63, and no
row with two l’s under d3 can have any l’s under the dl, else one row reversal
gets #6 out. And, as in #5, we can assume that a row with no l’s under the d,
and d3 has at most four l’s under the dl. If three rows have ah the l’s under the
& then reversal of these three gives #1 and more; if two rows have two l’s each
under the d3, then reversaI of these two along with a row having a 1 under d,
yields 515511333 and if either one or no row has two l’s under the &, then the
row(s) with no l’s under the #, and 63 have exactIy four l’s each and the rows
with a 1 under & have exactly two l’s each under the dt, and when these Iatter
two rows are reversed atong with a row with four l’s under the dl we get
553333311 or more Hence #6 is out.
#7. If a row has l’s under d7 and a d5, or under both ds, ar under d, and d3,
then #7 is out by a single reversal (#2 or #4 or #5). Moreover, the usual
restrictions on the number of l’s under the d,, imply that if some row has l’s
under d3 and a ds, then reversal of this row and the row with 1 under d7 gives at
least 751333311, tith sum 27. Hence, to avoid going out, eight rows each have
one 1 in the first four columns and two l’s under the dl, and the ninth row has
four l’s under the dl. Then some two of the five rows with a 1 under d, or the d5
must have l’s in the same dl column, and when these two are reversed we get
751151133,391151133 or 355151133;each of which sums to 27.
#8. If a row has three or four l’s under the d3, reverse this row to get #8 out.
Otherwise, at least three rows each have two l’s under the d3, and each such row
must have ah O’sunder dl to avoid going out by a single reversal (with one 1 we
get 755113111, which is ##7 and out). When three such rows are reversed we get
at least 391115555 or 355115555, so ##8is out.
#9. Since reversaI of a row with two l’s under the d5 gives at least 773311111,
which is #6 and out, assume that each of eight rows has me 1 under the d5 and
exactly two l’s under the dl (three of the latter get #9 out), with exactly four l’s
under the dl in the ninth row. If any two of the eight rows have their l’s under
the dl in only two columns, then reversal of the two rows gets #9 cut with a sum
of 31, so assume otherwise for these rows. Then if two rows 4th Ys under one d5
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have two l’s in the same dl column, reversals of these two along with a third row
with a 1 in the same dl column and a 1 under another d5 column give 731171115,
with sum 27, so assume this case is also avoided. Finally, switch four rows
consisting of the ninth row (four l’s under the d,) and three other rows that have
o’s in the same dl cohmn that has a 0 in the ninth row. The column sums for the
d5 cohnnns are either 5331 or 3111, and those for the dl are 97111 or 75511, so
#9 is out since the total sum either exceeds 25 or else is exactly 25 with #2 or #7.
#lo. Xfa row has three or more l’s in the first five columns, #IO goes out when
that row is reversed, so assume no row has more than two l’s in the first five
cohunns. Then, since there are 12 l’s in the five five columns, at least three rows
have two l’s each in those cohunns. In addition, if a row has l’s under d, and d5,
or d, and d3, or & and d3, then it must have all O’sunder the dl since one 1 there
would yield $12, or #5, or #7 by a reversal. If there are two such rows (e.g.
101OOOOUO
and 0101~)
then switching these two give column sums that exceed
25 (753313333 as illustrated). If there is one row with at least one of its two l’s in
the &st five columns under d, or d5, and a second row that has two l’s under the
d,, then reversal of these two gives column sums that c::xceed 25 (the least is
353331333) since the latter row (d3) can have at most one 1 under the dl. Hence
the only way not to go out is with exactly three rows with two l’s under the d3 as
in Fig. 3a. Reversal of these three gives #9.
sill. Assume as in #lO that no row has more than two l’s in the first five
cohmms. If such a row has l’s under the d5 or a 1 under a d5 and another under a
d3, then it must have O’sunder all dl or else it goes out by #6 or #lo. If there are
two rows like this, or one like this and another with two l’s under the d3, then as
in #lo reversal of these two gives column sums that exceed 25. Since at least
three rows have two l’s in the tist five wlumns, sill is out unless each of these
has its two l’s under the d3. Reversal of these three gives 111991115 or more.
(4

(b)

753331111

553333111

1101000
10101~0
0110010

101000010
i00100001
010010
010001

(cl

(4

553333111

333333331

101000010
100100001
010010
010001111

111000001
000(11000)1
000(11000)1
000(11000)1

00

Fig. 3.
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#l2. Assume that no row has more than two l’s under the 63, or else we get at
least 555511111(#9). Let row 1 be the row with a 1 under &. If row 1 has two l’s
under the 63, reversal gives sf3 or more, hence out. Suppose row 1 has exactly
one 1 under the &, in column 2. Reverse row 1 and the other two rows with l’s
in cohunn 2 to get at least 5911331111, which is #5. Suppose finally that row 1
has no l’s under the d3. Since there are 15 l’s under the d3 and no row can have
more than two of these, seven of the last eight rows each has two l’s under the d3
and the other has one 1 under the d3. In addition, each of the seven has at most
one 1 under the dl else reversal gives 555111331, which is #il. Consequently,
since there are 12 l’s under the dl, at least five of these must be in row 1 and the
row with only one 1 under the d3* Reversal of these two gives 731111551, which is
#7.
#l3. Assume that no row has more than rwo l’s in the first six columns, else
reversal gives #4, #7, Ml, or mtire. Also assume that no row has two l’s
under the (is since otherwisereversals give at least #l or #6. Then, if the four
rows with a 1 under the d5 have a total of two or fewer l’s under the d3, reversal
of all four gives at least 551155111(#9). If the same four rows each has a 1 under
the d3, then each of these has at most one 1 under the dl (else 735111331, which
is #lO). In this case, if two rows with l’s under d5 have four 8’s in two d1
columns, reversal of the two gives at ieast 913311331(#8), and to avoid going out
we need the arrangement in Fig. 3b, with a repeat, under permutation, of rows 1
and 2 under the dl in rows 3 and 4. (If the l’s under the d3 alignwith at least two
in one column, reversal of two rows for those l’s gives either #2 or #7.) If the
double 0 in a dl column for rows 3 and 4 is in column 7, then reversal of the first
three rows gives #lo, and if this double zero is in cohunn 8 or 9 then reversal of
rows 3,4 and one of the first two rows again gives #lo.
Hence, to avoid going out, we assume that exactly three of the four rows with a
1 under the d5 alsohave a 1 under the d3 (in different columns) and at most one 1
under the d1 (eise get #iOj. By the analysis of the preceding paragraph, we can
assume we have the array in Fig. 3b with the 1 in row 4 and column 6 changed to
0. Since reversal of rows 1 and 3 gives 553131. . . , and #11 is out, there must be
a 0 in row 3, column 8; similarly, reversal of rows 2 and 3 forces a 0 in row 3,
column 9. Reversal of rows 1, 2 and 4 then requires a 1 in row 4, column 7 (else
get #10) and, similarly, reversals of 1,3 and 4 and then 2,3 and 4 force l’s in row
4, columns 9 and 8, respectively. Thus we have Fig. 3~. Finally, switching rows 1,
2 and 4 gives #12.
#14. Assume that no row has more than three l’s in the first seven columns,
else a reversal gives column sums exceeding 25. Let rows 1 and 2 have the l’s
under d5. Suppose first that some d3 column has l’s in rows 1 and 2. Then
reversal of rows 1 and 2 gives 97. . . , which is out (#2) unless rows 1 and 2 have
solid O’sunder the other d3 rows; but then reversal of rows 1, 2 and a third row
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with a 1 in the special & column gives 791133311 or more. Suppose henceforth
that no & column has l’s in rows 1 and 2.
suppose next that row 1 has l’s in columns 2 and 3 (first two &), so it has O’s
in all remaining columns, including the di (else we get #7). Then row 2 has at
most one 1 under the &, else reversal of rows 1 and 2 gives at least 933331111
(#S). If row 3 has l’s under columns 2 and 3, then reversal of rows 1 and 3 gives
at least 5771 . . . 1(#4), so assume that the other four l’s for columns 2 and 3 are
in rows 3, 4, 5 and 6. If any one of these four rows has more than one other 1
under the &, reversal of it and row 1 gives at least 573331111 (#lo), so assume
that each of rows 3 through 6 has no more than one 1 in columns 4 through 7.
This then forces the final three rows to have at least seven l’s in columns 4
through 7, and reversal of the last three rows gives at least 133555111 (#ll) or
133951111(#5).
Since a similar result obtains if row 2 has two l’s under the &, assume
henceforth that each of rows 1 and 2 has at most one 1 under the &. Suppose
next that row 1 has a 1 in column 2 and row 2 has a 1 in column 3. If row 3 has l’s
in columns 2 and 3, then reversal of the first three rows gives at least 755133311,
so assume that the other four l’s in columns 2 and 3 are in rows 3,4,5 and 6. If
one of these has fewer than two l’s under the other &, then reversal of that row
along with rows 1 and 2 gives at least 751133311 (#lo), so assume each of rows 3
through 6 has exactly two l’s in cohrmns 4 through 7. Then each of rows 3
through 6 must have O’s in the last two columns, else a single reversal gives at
least 351551113 (Ml). In addition, rows 1 and 2 can have at most one 1 in
column 8 and one 1 in column 9, else reversal of rows 1 and 2 gives at least
933111115 (#S). Consequently the last three rows have solid l’s in columns 8 and
9, and reversal of these three gives at least 133111177 (#6).
We conclude that #14 is out unless it has at most one 1 under the & Suppose
it has exactly one such 1, say in row 1, column 2. Let row 3 also have a 1 in
column 2. Then reversal of rows 1 and 3 gives at least 751133311 (#lo), so
assume henceforth that there are no l’s in rows 1 and 2 under the &. Then there
are 18 l’s under the & in the last seven rows, so at least four of these rows must
have three l’s under the d3. Each such row must have O’sin the last two columns,
else reversal gives #ll. Then reversal of these four rows gives at least 333111177,
which exceeds 25 in sum.
Assume no row has more than three l’s under the d3, else reversal gives lf9
or more. Since there are 24 l’s under the d3, at least six rows must have three l’s
under the d3. If two of these six rows have l’s in the last column, their reversal
gives at least 333333115 (#14) or 733331115 (sum exceeds 25) and so forth, so
#15 goes out. Assume therefore that all rows with three l’s under the d3
correctively have one 1 under dl, with the oth~rlI~~three i'sunder d1 in rows with
exactly two l’s under the d3. The four rows with 1 under dl can be arranged as in
Fig. 3d (with possible rearrangements inside the parentheses), since if any of rows
e
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2, 3 and 4 has a 1 in the first three columns, reversal of that row and row 1 gives
#IO. Reversal of rows 2,3 and 4 in Fig. 3d gives at least #lo, so #15 is out. This
completes the proof. Cl

6. The case n=lO

Theorem 6. RI0 < 35.
Remark. Our proof of this result makes extensive use of computers. We have a
proof of the weaker result that RI0 c 36 which does not require computers, but it
is quite long and we do not give it.
Proof. We suppose that R 1o2 35, and let cydenote a 10 x 10 =t l-array containing
p = 35 -1’s satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma l(c), and in which every column
sum is nonnegative. The column sums of a! add to Co = 102- 2 35 = 30. Let A
denote the corresponding (0, I}-array, containing 35 l’s and with at least as many
O’s as l’s in each column. Statements about column sums will always refer to cu,
but we shall work with A when trying to construct the array. We first record some
properties of A.
l

P4. (a) do (the number of columns with sum zero) is at most 3. (6) Let x be the
number of l’s in any row of A that belong to columns with positive sums. Then
do = 3 implies x s 2, do = 2 implies x s 3, do = 1 implies x G 4, and do = 0 implies
x ==s.
Proof. (a) follows from P2 and (b) from Pl.

•J

PS. If do = 3 then each row of A contains exactly two l’s in the columns with
positive sums.
Proof. This follows from P4, since there must be a total of 20 l’s in these
columns. Cl
Let u be a row of A. The number of l’s in u belonging to columns with sums
>2 is called the height of u, and the entries belonging to columns with sum 0 (i.e.
the last do entries) form the tail of u.
P6. If do = 3 there are two rows with identical tails.
Proof. There are ten rows, but only 23 possible tails.
.

If do = 2 the height of any row is at most 3.

Cl
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Pmof. Otherwise reversing that row gives a C > Co (i.e. reduces the number of
l’s in A). Cl
S~~~y~ by ~nside~ng pairs of rows, we obtain:
Ps. Suppose there ate k co~~rn~ with sums X2, and & = 2 with sum zero. (a) If
there are two rows whose height add to rn~$ethud k, then A is out. (6) If there
ate two rows whose heights add to k, then their t&s must be complementary. (c) If
there are two rows whose heights add to k - I, then their tails must be distinct.
p9. If d2 3 6 then there is Q block of four l’s in the dz co~~~rn~.
Proof. A dz column contains four l’s, so six such columns require 24 l’s and
therefore one row-say the first-must contain at least three 1’s. There is now a
unique way to complete the first three d2 columns *whileavoiding a block of four
l’s, namely 1406, ld13@, 10613.But now there is no way to complete the fourth
d2 column without producing a block of four 1’s. El
PlO, Our main weapon for proving Theorem 6 is a computer program that, given
a p~a~y completed array of the shape shown in Fig. 4, attempts to add five
more rows. It also takes as input a list of all dist~butions of columns sums that
are already out. The shaded Fshaped region of the figure indicates the part of the
array that is already determined. The X’s indicate the new rows; asterisks
~dicate uns~c~ed entries.
For a given partial array (consisting of the original array and up to five new
rows), the program looks at the effect of reversing all ?ossibk? subsets of the
known rows. The program announces that this pr,rfi~; :~;i;l5 is out if (a) the new
absolute values of the column sums add to mori-. os
+T-.A 343, or if they add to exactly

I

IO

Fig. 4. Partial array used by program PlO,
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30 and either (b) the new do exceeds 3 (out by P4a), or (c) if the new distribution
of column sums is one that is already out. The program does not attempt to fill in
the & columns. Instead it uses the parity of the number of rows reversed to
obtain a lower bound on the new absolute values of the sums in a do column. For
if i rows are reversed then the new column sum is at least 0 if i is even, or at least
2 if i is odd.
If the pro~am is unable to eliminate a partial array it tries all po~ib~~es for
the next row (using P4b to restrict the choices). It descends through the tree of
possibilities to depth 5, i.e. tries to add ~5 new rows. The final output describes
how the arrays were eliminated, and lists the surviving arrays. Equivalent
solutions, however, must be weeded out by hand. This often results in a very
large number of solutions, and it is then advisable to proceed cautiously down the
tree of possibilities, ~l~nati~g duplicates at the earliest possible point.
A reference to ‘Plo’ in the following proof indicates conclusions obtained with
the help of this program.
Table 4 below illustrates the operation of this program in attacking case MO of
the proof, starting with the partial array shown in Fig. 11s
Pll, As a last resort we used a program which takes a partial array having the
shape of_the shaded region in Fig. 4, and considers all possible ways to fill in the
remaining entries of the 10 x 10 array that are consistent with the specified
columns sums. For each such array it then tries reversing every subset of the rows
to see if the new column sums add to more than 30. (Actually only 29 subsets need
be considered, as noted just below Lemma 1.) The phrase ‘by Pll’ indicates when
this program was used in the proof. It was often used to eliminate a 10 x 7 or
10 x 8 partial aray in which all except three or two & columns had been
~mpleted (see for example case #IO). There are (f) ~ssib~~es to be considered
for each do column, and since (z)” = 2 lo6 this is a reasonable task for a
computer.
We come now to the main part of the proof. There are 40 ~st~bu~o~ of
column sums for LYthat sum to 30 and satisfy do G 3; they are listed in Table 3.
We shall eliminate them in the following order: 1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 19,5, 7, 8, 15, 16,
g-14,17, 18,20-24,27,29,25,31,26,35,33,30,34,32,28,36,40,37,38,39.
To assist the reader who wishes to check the proof, we have assigned a grade of
difficulty to each case, using the traditional adjectival system used for British rock
climbs: E = easy, D = difficult (but without using a computer), VLC
= very severe
(possibly with use of a computer), ~~ = hard very severe, and XS = extremely
severe (very extensive use of a computer). As with rock climbs, the grades are
approximate, and will probably be reduced as easier solutions are found and
techniques improve!
l

#1 (E). Switch the two rows mentioned in P6. The new column sums are at least
6622222444, with sum I: = 34. Since 34>30, fsl is out.
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Table3.Distributionsofcolumn
sumsfern=lO.
#2l. 8444422200
#22. 6664222200
#23. 6644422200
#24. 6444442200
#2!5.4444444200
#26. 106 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
#27. 104 42 22 2 2 2 0
XX
8822222220
#29. 8642222220
#30. 8444222220
#3l. 6662222220
#32. 6644222220
#33. 6444422220
#34. 4444442220
#35. 10 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
#36. 8622222222
#37. 8442222222
#38. 6642222222
#35. 6444222222
SW. 4444422222

#l. 1010 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
#2.10 842222000
#3.10 662222000
#4.10 644222000
sfrS.10444422000
#6. 8 862222000
#7. 8 844222000
#8. 8 664222000
#9. 8 644422000
#lO. 8 444442000
~'#ll.
6 666222000
#12. 6 664422000
#13. 6 644442000
#14. 6 444444000
#lS. 10 82 2 2 2 2 2 00
#16.10 64 2 2 2 2 2 0 0
#17.10 44 4 2 2 2 2 00
#18. 8 842222200
#19. 8 662222200
#20. 8 644222200

#2 (D). If the l’s in the columns headed 8 and 4 intersect (which we usually
abbreviate to ‘if the 8 and the 4 intersect’), then reverse that row to get
8 10 60000222, with sum c = 30, do = 4, which is out by P4. So we may assume
the 8 and 4 are disjoint:

10

8

4

2

2

2

2

10101000
2
0010100
3
0010010
4
0010001
5
0001100

(4)

and that row 1 is as shown. If row 2 is 0011000 . . . then reversing rows 123 (for all
choices of row 3) gives C a 34. So row 2 is as shown. If row 3 is 0010100. . . then
again this is out by switching 123. So row 3, and similarly row 4, are as shown.
Without loss of generality row 5 is as shown, and now switching 125 gives
4624444222, c = 34, out.
#3 (D). The same method applies. We force the two 6’s to be disjoint, arriving
at a configuration similar to (4) (differing from it only in columns l-3) and
reverse 125 to get C = 34, out.
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u-9
2

2

2

10

6

4

4

(Cl
2

2

2

10 6

0100

0100

0100

0100

0011

0011

0010

0011

0 0 1 0

0010

0010

0010

0001

0001

0100100

0

1 0

0

4

4 2

2

2

OOOi
0001
Fig, 5.

#6 (D). Similar to #2 and #3.

#4 (VS). If the 6 meets one of the 4’s, ~*‘m
r%W
__
reverse
that row to get #6. If two 4’s
intersect in two or more rows (Fig. 5a), there is no way to complete r~s I-4, by
PlO. If two 4’s intersect in one row (Fig. 5b), there is no way to complete rows
l-6 (PlO). Finally, suppose the 6 and the 4’s are disjoint (Fig. 5). If row 2 is
0100100. . . there is no way to complete rows l-7 (PlO). So we may suppose row
2 is as shown in Fig. SC. There are two possibilities for row 3, 0010100 . . . or
0010001 . . . , but neither may be completed to row 8 (PlO). Thus #4 is out.
#l9 (D). Consider tIse five l’s in columns 1-3. By P8a the total height of any
two rows is ~3. Yherefore the heights of the individual rows are (a) 21306or (b)
1505.(a) Suppose the first row has tail 00. By PSb, rows 2,3,4 have tail 11. Then
rows 2, 3 violate P8c. (b) I3y P8c all of rows 1-S have distinct tails, which is
impossible.
#5 (E). Since there are only 8 l’s in the dz columns, there is a row with two l’s in
the d4 columns. Reverse this row, obtaining #lP.
#7 (VS). If there is a row 110. . q or 1010. . c , we switch it and get #I or #3. If
we have Fig. 6a, we switch 134 and get #6* If we have Fig. 6b, there is no way to
complete rows l-6 (PlO). Finally, if we have Fig. 6c, there are two choices for
row 2, namely 01~1~. . . or 01~10. . . . In neither case is it possible to
complete rows l-7 (PlO).
#8 (VS). The l’s in columns l-3 must be disjoint (or else we get an earlier case
by reversing one row). The fourth column must also be disjoint (PlO). So the first
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(a)
8 8 4 4
110

0 0

20

10

30

0

40

0

(4

(b)

0

8

8

110

4

4

2

2

2

0 0 100

20

10

0

11

30

0

11

11

40

0

10

50

0 10

60

0

0

1

70

0

0

1

0 0 0

8844222
110

0 0 1 0 0

20

10

0

30

0

10

40

0

10

50

0 10

60

0 0 1

70

0 0 1

80

0 0 1

Fig. 6.

four columns are 109, 01?17, 031205,@130? By PlO the next three columns begin
{llO,~l,OOO}, {100,011,000} or {1~,010,001},
blst (by P10 again) in each
case it is impossible to complete LOWS 1-8.
#l5 (D). If we have rows 001. . . and 001. . . , we switch 1 and 2 to get #lg. So
the 8 is disjoint from the 2’s. Suppose row 1 is 01 . . . 08. By P8c the remaining

nine tails must be 01, 10 or 11. So the distribution of these three types of tail is
333,432,441,540, . . . , or 900. From P4, the 24 l’s in the d2 columns, which are
restricted to rows 2-9, must be arranged into 5 rows of 3 and 4 rows of 2 (*).
Consider three rows with the same tail ab. In these rows if there is a d2 column
with two l’s, we reverse those rows to get sum 34. So there are at most six l’s in
these rows, and hence exactly six, by (*). If there is a fourth row with tail ab, that
row has no l’s in the d2 columns, contradicting (*). So the tail distribution is 333.
But then there are only 18 l’s in the d2 columns, contradicting (*) again.
#16 (E). If there are two rows 011. . . , this is out by P8a. If we have 011. . . ,
010. . . , and 001. . . , this is out by PSb, PSc. So the 6 is disjoint from the 4, and
columns l-3 are 010, 1208,@1305.This is out by P8c.
if9 (VS). The 8 is disjoint from the 6 and the 4’s (or else we switch one row and
get #15 or 16), and the 6 is disjoint from the 4’s (or else we get #19). Thus we
have
8644422
1000010
OiOOOab
011)OOcd
0011000

283
844444

2
I

0
_a

I
0

0
0

I
I

0
0
Fig. 7.

where abed = 1010 (out by switching 123), 1001 or 0109, and in the last two cases
there is no way to complete rows l-9 (PlO).
##IQ (ENS). We first show, by extensive use of PlO, that no two 64 columns
contain a solid block of four l’s, and then that the 8 is disjoint from any 4, At this
point we have the partial array shown outside the broken line in Fig. 7. There are
now five choices for the d2 column, one of which is shown. For the other four
choices of the d2 column the array cannot be completed (PlO). But for the d2
column illustrated there is a unique way to fill in rows l-10, as shown in the
figure (PlO). Now there is no way to complete columns 8-10 (Pll).
#lI (II). Any two 6’s are disjoint, or else we get ##7 by reversing one row. So
we may assume columns l-4 are 12a8,0%?16,041%$ 061%?.Then some d2 column
contains three l’s in the top 8 rows, and switching these three rows gives x 2 34.
#lZ @TVS). We first use PI0 to show that all pairs of 6’s are disjoint, and then
that the pair of 4’s is disjoint. There are stilt ~nany cases, but all are eliminated by
PlO except that shown in Fig. 8a. This is finally eliminated by Pll,
#l3 (ENS). Take the d2 column to be 1406,and consider the location of the other
four l’s in rows l-4. There are 13 cases, one of which is shown in Fig. 8b. The
other 12 cases are eventually eliminated using PlO. The 13th case has a unique
completion to ten rows (PIO), as shown in the figure. This is finally elminated by
PHL
#I4 (HVS). We first use PlO to force the con~guration shown outside the
broken line in Fig. 9a. Then there is a unique way (PlO) to complete rows l-10,
as shown. This is finally eliminated by Pll.
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(a)
6

6

09

6 4

4

2

2

6644442

100

10

0

0

1000001

100

0 1 0

0

0100001

0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0010001

0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0001001

0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0

1000100

1

0100010

I

0

0010100

0 0 0 1 0 0

1

0010010

0 0 0 0 1 1 0

0001100

0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0001010

001

0 0 0 10

Fig. 8.

#17 (XS).There cannot be a row 0130. .

(out by P4) or 011010. . . (this
reduces to #8). If there is a row 0( 11O)O. . . with l’s just in two d4 columns, we
say that these columns are paired. Two columns cannot be paired twice (or we get
#6). So there are at most three pairings. The cases of 3,2, 1,O pairings are, with
difficulty, eliminated in turn using PlO. In no case is it possible to complete all ten
.

#18 (II).
Similar to #19.

(4
6444444

4

2

2

2

2

1100000

1 0 0 0

0

0

0

0

1010000

0100

1000

0101000

0100

0

0100100
~----------.
0 0 lj0
0 1 0

0011

0 0 0 0

0010

1 0 1 0

1

0010

0

0

0

Ii0,

8 6

0

0

4

1 0 0

1 1 0

f-l 0 Ojl

0 1 0

0001

1001

0 0 Oil

0 0

0001

0

0 0 o;o

1 1 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1

1 0 1

0 0 0 0

0

0 0

o;o

1

Fig.
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(b)

84444222

8

11000000

10000110

01100100

01100000

00110010

00110100

01000011

00011000

00101001

01001010

00010101

01000101

00010000

00100011

00001110

00010011

00001000

00001101

00000111

00000000

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

Fig. IO.

$520 (XS). Using PlO and PS, we systema~ca~y show that the 8 is disjoint from
the 6 and the two 6’s are disjoint from each other. Then for each choice of the
two 64 columns we attempt to complete the & columns. In several cases-one is
shown in Fig. 9l+it is possible to complete all ten rows, but then PI.1 shows that
there is no way to complete columns 8-10.
(or else this reduces to #3 by
switchingj. There are now two cases: either there is a row 1100. . . , or the 8 is
disjoint from the 4’s. We systematically fill in rows and columns using PlO,
working from the top left downwards, and using Pll whenever all ten rows have
been completed. Two such partial arrays (out of many) are illustrated in Fig. 10.
PI1 shows that none of these may be completed to a 10 x 10 array.

#21 (XS).We cannot have a row 1110.

. .

322 (VS). We use P8 and PlO to force the first four columns to be disjoint, and
then use PlO to eliminate this configuration.
#23 (HVS). With the help of P8, we reduce the possibilities for columns l-3 to
just two, the transposes of
11000
10100. .
00011...
l

l

.
l

or

11OOOo...
001108.. .
000011..
l

‘Ge now consioer all possibilities for column 4, and eliminate each in turn using
PlO.
(XS). Similar to #23, except that there are more subcases. None survive to
row 10.
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#23 (VS). Using PlO we first show that the two 4’s must be disjoint. Let columns
l-3 be (.I?‘,l%‘, @1304.One of the fkst six rows must have two l’s under the LsJ2
columns, so suppose the first row is 01011oooO. . . . Then (PlO) there are four
~~ib~~es for the next two rows:

d none can be cornp~~t~d to row 10 (PlO).

#29 (HYS). Each row must have exactly three l’s in columns l-9 (if there are
four l’s then by switching that row either we get ##24 or P4 is violated; the total
number of l’s is 27). We now consider all possibilities for columns l-3, and
eliminate them using PlO.
$825(XS). We classify rows by their height, which is at most 3 by P4. If there are
(at least) three rows of height 3, they must be (using P8, PlO)
1~1~~~
1101000*11
0000111*01
Prom this it follows that there are at most three rows of height 3. The height
distributions of the rows are therefore 332s12,332%, 322’1, or 3l2’. The first two
are easily eliminated using PlO, but the other two require much more effort. A
large number of 10 x 8 partial arrays appear, all of wkich are finally eliminated by
Pll.
#31 (HVS). Similar to ##29.
#26 (D). This reduces to #31 by reversing the two rows mentioned in P9.
35 (D). This reduces to #31 using P9.
#33 (XS). There are 21 possibilities for the l’s in three columns headed 644, the
first and last (after transposing) being
llOO...
1110. .
1110. ,

*
.

11
and ~11~
OOQOO11100.

now use PlO repeatedly (sometimes supplemented by Pll when the number
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grows too large) to show that none may be

$130 (XS). There are 16 possibilities for the l’s in three 64 columns, the &st and
last (after transposing) being
111. . .

111..
111 .
l

.
.

111~
and ~111~
OtIOOoO1110.

This case may now be eompIieted in the same way as the previous case.
#IQ4(XS). similar tcb#30.
32 (XS). Similar to #33.
$128 (II). This reduces to ##32 using P9.
$136 (II). The Grst two columns must be 100.
produces #35.

. .

and 011.

s. ,

and switching 2,3

#Qo (XS). We classify rows by their height, aud fhst eliminate by hand the eases
when there is a row of height a3. Then there must be 5 rows of height 2 and 5
rows of height 1. The rows of height 2 may be specified by a graph on 5 nodes
having 5 edges, with multiple edges permitted. There are 14 such graphs (e.g. a
S-cycle), and the graph determines cohunns l-5 of the array. Fig. 11 shows the
array co~esponding to the 5-cycle.
From P4 the total number of l’s in a row is ~5, but it is easy to see that the
only possibiity for a row with five l’s is 051’. Otherwise there are at most four l’s
per row. For each of the graphs we use PlO to show that there is no way to fill in
columns 6-10.
To ~ustrate the operation of program PlO, Fig. 11 shows one ~~i~~~ for the
top three rows of columns 6-10 (found earlier by PlO). We now ask PlO to
consider all possible ways to add up to five more rows, with the constr&rt that
the total number of l’s in a row must not exceed 4. Table 4 shows the Bering
of the output of this program. The output specifies the partial row that has been
added (in this case the part in eohunns 6-10). Then either it specifies how this
array may be eliminated, or it attempts to add one more row. The program will if
necessary add five rows, and keeps track of all partial arrays that survive to the
end of the search.
#37 (HIM). Note first that there are at most four l’s per row (or else we get an
earlier case). The 8 is disjoint from the 4’s (or else we get #28), and the two 4’s
may meet at most once (or else we get sum >30). (a) Suppose the two 4’s meet
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44444

22222

111000

10000

201100

01000

300110

00100

400011
510001
610000
70

10

0

0

0

1

800100
900010
100

0

0

Fig. 11.

once (Fig. 12a). Consider the l’s in a & column. If there is a 1 in the first row,
then there are no l’s in rows 2-6 (either z > 30 or get #29), and so there are
three l’s in rows 7-10. Similarly if there is a 1 in row 2. Then if there is more than
a single 1 in the & cohtmns innrows 1 and 2, switching the last four rows produces
at least #32, out. Suppose there are no l’s in the & columns in rows 1 and 2.
Then the numbers of l’s per row in the & columns must be 0033334444 (in this
order), and switching the last four rows gives #32 again. Therefore there is a
single 1 in the & columns in rows 1 and 2 (in column 4, say) and the numbers of
Table 4. Illustrates results from program PlO.
Row4=OOOOOto#23by234
Row 4 = 10000 to #33 by 14
Row 4 = 01000 to SC33by 24
Row 4 = 00100 to #20 by 34
Row 4 = 00010 (not out)
Row 5 = 00000 to #23 by 125
Row’; i 00010 to #20 by 45
Row 5 = 00001 (not out)
Row 6 = 00000 to #23 by 126
Row 6 = 10000 out by switching 126
Row’; =. 00111 to #33 by 346
Row 5 = 11000 to #20 by 15

Row’; =. 00011 to #20 by 45
Row 4 = 00001 (not out)
Row 5 = 0000O to #23 by 125

The soluth
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(4
844

2

222222
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(b)

844

2222222

100

0000000

0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
001
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Fig. 12.

l’s per row are (10)3333(3444), with possible rearrangements inside the parentheses. Fig. 12a illustrates this distribution of 1’s. In rows 3,4 there may be at most
two l’s in any of column S-10 (else get #29), and similarly in rows 5, 6. So we
may complete rows 3, 4 as shown. But then for ah completions of rows 5, 6, by
switching one of rows 3/4 and one of S/6 we get a sum >30. (b) Suppose the 4’s
are disjoint (Fig. 12b). As in (a), if there is a 1 in the & columns in row 1 then
that column must be 10613,and switching rows 1, 8,9, 10 yields sum a34. So the
first row is 109. In rows 2-4 there is at most one 1 in the & columns (else get
#29), acd similarly in rows 5-7. So there are most 14 l’s in rows l-7 in the d2
columns, and at most 12 in rows 8-10. But we need 7 4 = 28 l’s in the d2
columns, a contradiction.
l

#38 (D). The 6’s are disjoint (else we get #26), and do not meet the 4 (else get
#35). So the first three columns are disjoint, say 1208,0%16, 0413@.If there are
two l’s in a d2 column in rows l-4 then we get either #26 or 31 by switching
these two rows. Similarly if there are two l’s in a d2 column in rows 5-7. So there
are at most 14 l’s in the top 7 rows in the d2 columns, therefore at last 14 l’s in
the last 3 rows, hence a row with five 1’s. This switches to #25.
#39 (XS). Similar to #33.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.

Cl

The programs were run at Bell Labs on an IBM 3081K and a Cray X-MP. The
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total computing time needed is probably less than three hours (we actually used
much more than this, before discovering efficient methods of tackling the
problem).
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